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UPDATE FROM ROYAL HUISMAN & HUISFIT
Dear Friends,
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World's largest sloop
page 02

On behalf of our team, I can say that

materials and with unique craftsmanship.

we are honored with our newest

Ultimately, the client is the judge, but

commission. We have welcomed an

for Royal Huisman that “special” is the

experienced client, who has ordered an

overall experience a client has with

innovative and revolutionary 85m / 290ft

the shipyard. From the response to

Royal Huisman sloop: Project 410. She

the first phone call or email and how

will be the largest sloop in the world!

relationships are managed, to how

This means a fresh addition to our recent

well the yacht is built and how reliably

list of “world records”. Project 400 -

her systems operate. From handling

SEA EAGLE II- is the largest aluminum

communications and providing aftersales

sailing yacht. Project 403, PHI, is the

service, to long-term support for owner

largest motor yacht “below 500GT” and

and crew, well into the distant future.

Project 406 is set to be the largest true

Passion
for Perfection
page 03

sportfish yacht. But modesty remains in

Our team currently consists of more

our DNA so more than anything else, we

than 300 professionals, who represent

are grateful for the trust expressed with

an extraordinarily diverse range of skills.

every commission.

Capacity-wise, we are flexible – working
in close collaboration with selected and

PROJECT 406

Hull Turning

Classic or contemporary, sail or power,

highly qualified comakers. They join our

newbuild or refit and no matter what

own specialists in our Vollenhove and

size: we view every superyacht project

Amsterdam facilities, located in the heart

as truly unique to our growing portfolio.

of the Dutch maritime services cluster.

We are proud of every single delivery

page 07

and are thankful that all our newbuild

The skills, dedication, facilities and our

and refit projects are going “full speed

tradition of excellence –define why our

ahead”.

yachts deserve the accolade:
“It’s a Royal Huisman!”.

When experienced superyacht owners,

Innovation
& testing
solid wing sail

page 11

captains or crew describe a yacht
with: “It’s a Royal Huisman!” –

We hope you will enjoy
this spring edition.

they see something special in
this superyacht. So, what is that
“something special”?

Warm regards,

Jan Timmerman
CEO Royal Huisman

Most would say that it refers to a
yacht that is built to exceptionally
high standards, using the finest

Huisfit

page 16 - 20

St. Barths Bucket Regatta
page 12 - 13
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World’s Largest Sloop
Project 410 - 85m New World Sloop
a revolutionary step into the future for superyachts
Anyone familiar with the superyacht industry is accustomed

to explore the world. She will be exciting to sail, even in

to grand descriptions for the exceptional nature of new

light airs, with an impressive ability to build and increase

projects. So, when a project of such a ground-breaking

apparent wind speed.

magnitude as this sloop comes along, it is a challenge to
find fresh words to truly illustrate the vision and ambition

This is an Eco-friendly project aiming for structural

behind it. We will simply let the story of Project 410 speak

recyclability and incorporating green energy, quiet

for itself.

operation, and silent mode sailing.

As an experienced owner, the client sought to create a

In summary, here is a sailing yacht that is a much lighter

leading-edge project that will be head-turning and iconic.

alternative to large motoryachts - greener and faster, even

And should still provide all the safety features, comforts, and

at low wind speeds. At 85m / 280ft, she will also be the

luxury otherwise associated with a mega yacht.

world’s largest sloop. Her massive carbon mast, boom and
integrated sailing system will be designed and produced by

Project 410 will be a true sailor’s yacht, ready to sail in a

Royal Huisman’s sister company, Rondal.

matter of minutes and capable of sailing fast, in comfort, to
make the most of that long waterline – better equipped

Read on at the website > News > Announcement
[click here]

85M NEW WORLD SLOOP, ROYAL HUISMAN PROJECT 410 - LENGTH: 85M / 280FT - NAVAL ARCHITECTURE + EXTERIOR STYLING: FRERS DESIGN
INTERIOR DESIGN: WETZELS BROWN - RIG + INTEGRATED SAILING SYSTEM: RONDAL

SUPERSIZED SAILING YACHTS
BY ROYAL HUISMAN
VIDEO
LINK



An attractive alternative to large motoryachts!
Why? Read the article on the website >
News > Inhuis stories & updates [click here]
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Passion for
Perfection
We’re hiring !
The combined teams of the shipyard,
refit division Huisfit and sister company
The comprehensive, state of the art purpose-built infrastructures in Vollenhove

Rondal consist of more than 300 people

and Amsterdam are a vital asset in the construction of, and providing of

with a range of skills, all sharing the same

services to, superyachts – Royal Huisman-built or otherwise. Yet there is one

passion for perfection and innovation.

asset of even greater importance, and that is the shipyard’s workforce – a

For a healthy number of current and

large, talented and dedicated group of individuals with an astonishing array of

future projects, we are currently looking

specialist skills to rival any other in the superyacht sector.

for new talents. Therefore, a new and
unique website and associated social

As one client surmised when contemplating the differences between Royal

media have been launched.

Huisman yachts and other builds:
Arend Straatsma, Human Resource

“You might get something that looks like a
Royal Huisman, but it won’t be a Royal Huisman.”
Passion for perfection is the driving force behind the team, for whom “quality”
is defined not just by the yachts they build but by every single aspect of
customer service, care and communication. Each individual employee, on both
locations, is proud to work for “the shipyard”, creating and supporting some
of the finest superyachts on the oceans. Read on at the website > Discover >
Passion for perfection [click here]

Manager: “Strong teamwork is the

basis for perfection, efficiency and
reliability. The skills and dedication of our
colleagues are equally essential to
creating and constructing custom
superyachts to exceptional standards; to
building and assembling reliable and
lightweight composite components,
and to providing good refit services.
Every aspect of what we do is unique
and requires dedication: attention to
detail, in every respect. Creative solutions
and knowledge are a must to make
each project into a success. Our team
is enthusiastically looking forward to
welcoming new colleagues.”
Synergy: Vacancies, information about
traineeships, and more information for
future employees is available for the
three brands within the group combined:

WerkenBijRoyalHuismanGroep.com
[click here]

L I K E A N D FO LLOW
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IT'S JUST

BLACK AND WHITE

QUA LIT Y, I ND I V I D UAL I TY
E XC LU S I V I TY

Some names need no introduction.

When admiring the excellence of build

To anyone who ever genuinely

and attention to design detail on a

considered acquiring a super yacht,

particular yacht, the reply from her

references to Royal Huisman as the

owner or crew “It’s a Royal Huisman!”

So, what is left to add? Perhaps

builder of those finest and most

is virtually regarded as self-explanatory.

just this – Royal Huisman continues

distinctive yachts in the regatta or

Royal Huisman yachts are deemed

to strive to make what is good,

marina will be a familiar experience.

unique in conception, dedication and

even better, and constantly looks

execution. Yachts that are rare,

to implement innovative ways to

beyond compare.

remain at the forefront of edgy and
technologically-advanced design,

A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE SINCE 1884

engineering and production.

Curious to learn more?
Please discover RoyalHuisman.com
[click here]
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638m / 2093ft yacht length in total

currently in progress

UNDER CONSTRUCTION: PROJECT 404’S STERN PLATFORM

ROYAL HUISMAN

HUISFIT

Being entrusted by an owner to turn his or her dream into

The shipyard’s Huisfit team is also working on

reality is a moment of great pride for the shipyard and its

several projects including: (see also pages 16 to 20)

employees. It makes the shipyard’s team aware that they

50m / 164ft sloop Better Place (Wally, 2012)

have been asked to create something truly special – a yacht

55m / 180ft ketch Adèle (Vitters Shipyard, 2005)

is a matter of the heart, of passion, and of vision.

31m / 103ft carbon sloop Hevea (Southern Wind 102DS, 2013)
62m / 204ft schooner Athos (Holland Jachtbouw, 2010)

A summary of the newbuild projects:
Project 404
59.7m / 196ft high-performance sloop

An overview of many refit, rebuild and renewal projects
can be found on the dedicated website Huisfit.com >
References [click here]

Project 405
46.8m / 154ft high-performance cruiser sloop - page 06
Project 406
52m / 171ft sportfish yacht - page 07
Project 407
1930’s 37m / 122ft motoryacht: rebuild by Huisfit - page 17
Project 408
65m / 212ft performance ketch - page 10

CONVERSIONS BY HUISFIT | AMSTERDAM

Project 409
Reserved
Project 410
85m / 280ft New World Sloop - page 02
Learn more about the current newbuild projects?
Please find an overview on the website >
Yachts > Yachts under construction [click here]

PROJECT 406
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INSTALLING THE DECKHOUSE AND GUEST COCKPIT
ONBOARD PROJECT 405

A PERFECT FIT
The 17.5m / 57ft carbon composite deckhouse structure as well
as the carbon trunk for the retractable keel of project 405 have
been manufactured “next door” at Rondal. The shipyard’s sister
company has skillfully brought to life, the intriguing shapes
envisaged by Nauta Design, who are responsible for the general
concept, exterior and interior design of project 405. This is the

NOTE THE CARBON KEEL TRUNK: ULTRA-LIGHT AND SLIM, AND
THEREFORE AN APPEALING FEATURE TO WORK WITH, FOR BOTH
THE NAVAL AND INTERIOR ARCHITECTS.

46.82m / 154ft sloop based on the naval architecture by Reichel /
Pugh, who expertly combined cruising and high-performance
requirements. Project 405 is constructed under the shipyard’s new

Project 405 – constructed under the shipyard’s

Featherlight

new FeatherlightTM method.

TM

method.

DESIGN MOCKUPS
The optimum in “getting it right” for a yacht – an investment that
will still deliver many decades from now. Read the article “Design
mockups” on the website > News > Inhuis stories & updates
[click here]

What is FeatherlightTM ?
Dutch professional race captain Bouwe Bekking
(eight times Ocean Race competitor) represents
the owners’ race team:

”

The FeatherlightTM hull of this superyacht

is an optimal mix of aluminum and carbon

composite. The result will be formidable
competition to existing carbon composite
superyachts during regattas. FeatherlightTM
combines the best of both worlds:
FROM CONCEPT TO REALIZATION

performance and comfort

”

Seahorse magazine explains:
read the article on the website >
News > Inhuis stories & updates
[click here]
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Turning the big fisher
PROJECT 406, THE WORLD’S LARGEST SPORTFISH YACHT, REVEALS HER DRAMATIC LINES
Spectators attending the recent turning of the hull were able

Not only will she be the largest but, without doubt, the most

to appreciate the long, sweeping bow, high bulwarks and

luxurious, finely appointed, meticulously engineered and

clear outline of the fishing cockpit – all marking this yacht

most impressive sportfish yacht anywhere in the world.

out as the most serious contender ever to be constructed in
the specialist sportfish category.

Keen to learn more? Read on in the announcement
"Turning the big fisher” on the website > News >

The characteristic low, uncluttered aft cockpit is close to the

Announcements [click here]

water for easy access to gear, and a clear sight of the catch.
Seating above will provide a superb platform to follow the
action as it unfolds below. With her six towering decks,
project 406 is a unique vessel in so many respects.

PROJECT 406 - 52M / 171FT - ALUSTAR® ALUMINUM HULL & SUPERSTRUCTURE
EXTERIOR, INTERIOR DESIGN AND NAVAL ARCHITECTURE: VRIPACK YACHT
DESIGN - OWNERS’ REPRESENTATIVE: PASCARELLI CONSULTING
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Driven by Innovation
Royal Huisman motoryachts

Little pleases a Royal Huisman engineer more than a fresh,

The challenges in creating the world’s largest sportfish

stimulating challenge. Which, fortunately, are never in short

yacht speak for themselves. And just a few months ago,

supply at a shipyard that deals exclusively with highly

the shipyard delivered PHI, the longest sub 500GT motor

individual custom superyachts. Aside from a superlative

yacht. Full of innovative features (such as her laser-powered

portfolio of over thirty bespoke sailing yachts Royal

exterior lighting) and – by the nature of her design – a work

Huisman is increasingly seen as the go-to-shipyard for large

of art as well as a world cruiser.

and complex motoryacht projects.
Learn more? Read the article “Unique motoryachts” on the
website > News > Inhuis stories & updates [click here]

SANGI

PROJECT 406
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VIDEO
LINK



from the archives:

Aquarius Reviews

THE OWNER OF AQUARIUS:

Aquarius has proved to be an exciting
“sailboat,
and she sails gracefully and
powerfully. Her layout has exceeded
expectations, with ample opportunities

for both privacy and socializing. She is a
ship for everyone. It is a dream come true
to own a boat like this, and to look at her
and sail her with such a strong sense of
accomplishment and appreciation.

”

“The build experience
was a good one. The
boat has exceeded our
expectations and we are
thrilled with what the
shipyard built.”

YACHTING WORLD SUPERSAIL:

“…this stunning ketch is the result

of serious sailors challenging

the best of the best to produce
something elegant, fast and
seaworthy. A demanding brief from
experienced sailors has produced a
masterpiece from some of the most
experienced and talented brains in
the superyacht world.

”

Read on at YachtingWorld.com
[click here]

AQUARIUS - 56M / 184FT - NAVAL
ARCHITECTURE + EXTERIOR STYLING: DYKSTRA
NAVAL ARCHITECTS - INTERIOR DESIGN:
MARK WHITELEY DESIGN - OWNERS’ PROJECT
MANAGER: GODFREY CRAY - RIG + SAIL
HANDLING: RONDAL
LEARN MORE? ROYALHUISMAN.COM/AQUARIUS
[CLICK HERE]
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Project 408 unveiled

65M / 212FT

AQUARIUS II
Aquarius is ‘close to perfect’:
her owners simply want a
larger yacht and even more
impressive performance

Royal Huisman CEO Jan Timmerman:

“We are honored with the trust the owners of Aquarius

have in us for their second superyacht. Repeat orders and
referrals are no coincidence. They show we must be doing
something right. In truth, we need to get many things right

It is a great compliment when owners value the experience

to earn such confidence but that doesn’t mean we never

of their yacht so highly that the only material change they

get a thing wrong.

want is to build a larger version, with exactly the same team.
Yet that is the story behind the decision of the experienced

The key factor is the effort we put into solving problems

husband and wife owners of the 56m / 186ft world cruising

and learning from them. Clients give us different reasons

ketch Aquarius, to create a stunning new 65m ‘big sister’,

for their repeat orders, but client focus is a prime

Aquarius II.

motivation. This includes dedication to building what the
client wants, with the greatest attention to detail; high

The owners’ brief again places a strong emphasis on

standards of customer service before, during and after the

performance. It is equally important for her owners to retain

build experience; and a flexible, can-do approach to design,

the elegance and family comfort… Read on at the website >

engineering and production, that drives innovation to

News > Announcements [click here]

resolve complex challenges and fulfil the client’s dream.
As a result, we are able to consistently realize individually
defined, highly regarded and reliable custom superyachts.
And that translates into satisfied clients. None of this
comes easy. But it does give our team immense joy and
satisfaction, especially when they have the privilege to

”

fulfill a dream such as Aquarius II.
AQUARIUS I

AQUARIUS II - 65M / 212FT - NAVAL ARCHITECTURE + EXTERIOR STYLING: DYKSTRA NAVAL ARCHITECTS - INTERIOR DESIGN: MARK WHITELEY DESIGN - OWNERS’ PROJECT
MANAGER: GODFREY CRAY - CONSTRUCTION: ALUSTAR® ALUMINUM - RIG + HANDLING: RONDAL
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Innovation
in various areas
Over the years, Royal Huisman developed many
smart solutions and several of these became
industry-trendsetters.
Pioneering work re-shaped industry practice and has
always been the backbone of the shipyard’s success.
Research is always ongoing: inhouse design and
engineering skills ensure that there is the potential to
improve efficiency, reliability and performance, to save
energy, cost or weight.

EXTENSIVE TESTING OF AN INHOUSE-BUILT SOLID WING SAIL PROTOTYPE. THE
ADVANTAGES OF THIS NEW DEVELOPMENT (SUCH AS IMPROVED COMFORT) ARE
PROMISING FOR BOTH MOTOR YACHT AND SAILING YACHT OWNERS. UPDATES AND
TEST RESULTS CAN BE FOUND IN THE NEXT EDITIONS OF “INHUIS”.

Royal Huisman and Rondal invest substantially by
having a dedicated team in research and development,

Focusing specifically on yacht owners and their enjoyment of

and has made the commitment to dedicate itself to

commissioning and sailing a Royal Huisman yacht, we apply

the following five innovation themes:

innovative thinking to:

1. Sustainability - Applying smart energy

3. Sailing systems - Delivering new types of rigs that

concepts and using sustainable materials on

improve performance, simplicity and functionality, to

new and existing Royal Huisman yachts, in order

enable a more sustainable use of yachts.

to minimize the impact on the environment
and climate. Currently, fuels of the future and
sustainable materials are being researched.

2. FeatherlightTM - A holistic, multi-disciplinary
approach aimed at saving weight and
contributing to improved performance and
lower fuel consumption. The FeatherlightTM
program combines the best of both worlds:
performance and luxury. The structural
optimization tool and foam-cored interior that

One example is the investigation of solid wing sails,
currently being researched extensively by Royal
Huisman, sister company Rondal, and the former
America’s Cup team Artemis Technologies. Still in its
early stages, the advantages of this revolutionary sail
development appear promising. Owners who value
effortless, sustainable exploration as well as those who
enjoy performance sailing, all stand to benefit, making
this development extremely accessible for future
sailing superyachts.

Royal Huisman developed for project 405 are

4. User experience – Creating a great experience for

great examples: see also page 05

our clients in every phase of the yacht’s creation, build

[click here].

and time spent on the oceans. The “Client App” is a
fine example of dynamic involvement – allowing them
to enjoy the yacht even before it is actually launched.

5. Tools & methods – Using the latest technology
in our design & manufacturing process to improve
lead time and efficiency.
WHAT GOES DOWN, MUST COME UP!
TWIN RETRACTABLE, AZIMUTHING
ELECTRIC PROPULSION OF PROJECT 404
[CLICK HERE]

See more at the website > Discover > Innovation [click here]
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St. Barths Bucket Regatta 2022

We trust you will enjoy this selection of photos showing some of the yachts as well as the stunning scenery. See more?
Look up the article “St. Barths Bucket regattas: in pictures” on the website > News > Inhuis stories & updates [click here]

SINCE 1986
THE LARGEST SAILING YACHTS
ON THE PLANET

EDITION 2022:
30 ENTRIES IN 7 CLASSES
OVER 1.2 KM OF
COLLECTIVE LENGTH
7 ROYAL HUISMAN PARTICIPANTS:
ELFJE, KAMAXITHA, HYPERION,
HANUMAN, WISP, ACTION AND AQUARIUS

200 FULLTIME CREW,
120 INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS
AND OVER 1000 AFICIONADOS
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St. Barths Bucket Regatta 2022

REGATTA SUCCESS - Some yachts are destined for fast passages and podium places. Royal Huisman dedicates itself to
building the lightest, most luxurious and reliable yachts, with fast and efficient sail handling systems to suit the individual owner’s
brief. Regatta results and sea-kindly ocean cruises – proving time and time again that you can, “have your cake and eat it”.
Examples from recent
years can be found on the
Royal Huisman website >
Yachts > Regatta success
[click here]

Royal Huisman yachts at the
St. Barths Bucket Regatta 2022:
Aquarius: 1st in Les Elegantes class
(just like the previous edition!)
Hanuman: 2nd in J class
Wisp: 2nd in Les Mademoiselles class
Kamaxitha: 3rd in Les Elegantes class
Hyperion: 3rd in Les Grand Dames class
Congratulations to their owners and
everyone involved. In the spirit of the
Bucket we are all winners!

2023 edition
MARK YOUR CALENDAR:

from 15 to 19 March

eVIDEO
LINK
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Parallel Tracks



Over 135 years of the world
around the shipyard
In the great theatre of global history,
135 years may appear to be no more
than the closing lines of a single act.
But extraordinary changes have taken
place since one Jan Jans Huisman began
boatbuilding in 1884.
A small selection is presented here.
Several more “Parallel tracks” can be
found in the article on the website >
News > Inhuis stories & updates [click here]

1884

1920

1942

1971

In the same year that Jan

The Twenties and Thirties

The completion of the

The Seventies witnessed

Jans Huisman set up his

witnessed the “golden age”

Noordoostpolder created

the birth of modern

boatbuilding business, the

of J-Class racing. Royal

480 km² / 185 mi² of new

computing. A key driving

foundation stone for the

Huisman restored the

land opposite Vollenhove.

force for the technological

Statue of Liberty was laid

J-Class Endeavour in 1989,

This was excellent news

tsunami that followed was

in New York Harbor. At this

and launched a modern

for the farmers working its

the development of the

time, all immigrants had to

recreation of Endeavour II

fertile soil, but did little for

microprocessor. Without it,

register their arrival in the

named Hanuman in 2009.

the Huisman boatyard. On a

the alarm, monitoring and

United States. More than a

Nowadays there are nine

more positive note, without

control systems on Royal

century later, descendants

superb J-Class yachts on

the Noordoostpolder,

Huisman yachts would not

of those immigrants would

the water – restorations as

photographers could never

exist, today.

commission yachts at the

well as recreations – offering

have captured such stunning

Huisman shipyard.

a racing spectacle far larger

images, in more recent

and more dramatic than

years, of yachts being towed

ever before - even in the

to sea on a canal that runs

“golden age”!

through fields of flowers.
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The shipyard in Vollenhove today

2016
The Paris Climate Accords is an international treaty on
climate change, covering climate change mitigation,
adaptation, and finances to limit the rise in global
mean temperature and reduce emissions.
In a parallel track, superyacht owners and the team
see it as their responsibility to push the boundaries

1984

1995

and possibilities of innovation, and consistently

The Summer Olympic

GPS, the global navigation

Highly knowledgeable owners such as Bill Joy (the

Games were held in Los

satellite system, became

owner of Ethereal, the world’s first hybrid superyacht)

Angeles, USA. Elsewhere

fully operational for civilian

joined forces with the shipyard team, providing

in the world, another

as well as military users.

valuable input to take big steps towards ever-

podium position: Wolter

GPS transformed the

increasing efficiency onboard. The owners of Elfje,

Huisman’s step up to

safety and accuracy of

Foftein and Juliet subsequently also commissioned

receive the accolade of the

navigation at sea, providing

Royal Huisman to apply hybrid technology. Most

Royal Warrant in honor of

all kinds of benefits.

recently, project 410, the 85m / 280ft New World

his shipyard’s 100 years’

Interfaced with other data

Sloop, came with a briefing for a energy efficient

contribution to Dutch

inputs and operational

yacht, considered to be a ‘revolutionary’ step into the

shipbuilding.

controls, for example, it

future for superyachts.

improve energy efficiency.

allows sophisticated yachts
such as Royal Huisman’s

In a world where the greater part of the superyacht

Ethereal and Twizzle, to

fleet is not (yet) powered by sails, it is an attractive

maintain a geostationary

thought that wind is always free, and that wind

position over a fragile coral

propulsion will always beat energy consumption

reef (instead of anchoring).

onboard motor yachts.
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“We have chosen Huisfit
because they are reputed
to be the best in the world....
plus Athos was built here!”
Athos’ captain Tony Brookes

superyacht refit, rebuild and renewal
Royal Huisman is principally known as a builder of fine
custom yachts, but the same standards of expertise and
craftsmanship are equally available for superyacht refits.
Every yacht requires a refit and refurbishment from
time to time. Even Royal Huisman yachts eventually
feel the strain of the extensive global passage-making
so thoroughly enjoyed by their owners. Huisfit, Royal
Huisman’s dedicated division for refit, rebuild and
renewal, offers an extensive range of benefits and
services to all superyachts in the global fleet.
Huisfit has enjoyed growing success since extending
its reach to the wider superyacht fleet. Huisfit can
provide everything from classification-driven refit
and maintenance work, to the re-arrangement and
refurbishment of superyacht interiors.

HUISFIT IN AMSTERDAM

Skills

Conversion solutions

The Huisfit process brings together the exceptional

Huisfit offers solutions for various types of conversions:

infrastructure, technology and inhouse skills and sister

lengthening hulls, adding carbon composite or aluminium

company Rondal, with leading industry specialists to

superstructures, transforming racers into yachts, replacing

provide a bespoke solution for every refit, rebuild and

full interiors.

renewal project. All in one competitively tailored package.
For example, the 62m / 204ft classic schooner Athos
An introduction to some of the comprehensive skills and

(Holland Jachtbouw, 2010) returned to her birthplace in

potential solutions – Huisfit expertise à la carte – can be

Amsterdam for her conversion - outside and inside - by

found in this edition of “inhuis”. For more information visit

Royal Huisman’s dedicated refit division. See more at

Huisfit.com > Skills [click here]

Huisfit.com > Skills > Conversion solutions [click here]
L I K E A N D FO L LOW #H U I S F I T AT:

e-
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Rebuild solutions
RESTORATI ON OF CLASSI CS AND REB U I L DS
OF HI STORI CAL YACHTS
ATLANTIDE BEFORE HER REBUILD BY HUISFIT

Structural work, repairs, and conservation of every aspect
of the yacht: hull conservation, exterior, interior and board
systems. Never a “typical refit”, sometimes more like a newbuild
due to the scope of the work. Thanks to the owners of historical
rebuild projects, these yachts will not become forgotten history:
each one, instead, remaining a Living Legend. See more at
Huisfit.com > Skills > Rebuild solutions [click here]

Huisfit rebuild in progress: 37m / 122ft
motoryacht Atlantide (Philip & Sons,
1930). The scope of the project has turned
into a full rebuild and, in Royal Huisman’s
portfolio, has earned it the same status as
a newbuild project.
ATLANTIDE

e-
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Extended Survey
solutions
Huisfit: efficient classification-driven
refits offered to the wider superyacht
fleet. The yachts benefit from the
proven solutions offered by the
shipyard’s team for extended class
surveys and 5 - 20 year inspections.
Read on at Huisfit.com > Skills >
Extended survey solutions
[click here]

The ultimate
after-sales service
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“I would like to thank Huisfit for yet
again a successful refit of Adèle.
The standard of the work
is exceptional; she was delivered
as scheduled and within the
agreed budget.
Special thanks to everyone directly
involved in making it happen”
Taco Zwarts of TZ Technical Support,
Adèle’s owner’s team

Ready to "swim" again
Adèle was at Huisfit before the 2021 - 2022 season for

Royal Huisman and Huisfit have a fully manned 24/7

various refit and service jobs, including her 15 year survey.

service department that provides parts and technical

The 55m / 180ft classic ketch, which was built by Vitters

support to both new and refitted yachts, wherever

in 2005, returned to Huisfit after her successful extensive

they are in the world. Because the team takes pride in

survey and refit in 2015 - 2016. Now she is ready to “swim”

standing behind its work, this is not just an advisory

and explore the world again…

and “parts delivery” service.
If a problem requires the attendance of the shipyard’s
engineers – whether the yacht is berthed in a
Mediterranean marina or at a remote Pacific anchorage –
they’ll be there, and swiftly.

“Since the previous refit by Huisfit,
the shipyard’s service team
has supported us worldwide
whenever needed"
Taco Zwarts, Adèle’s owner’s team
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Retrofitting
a major topic at La Belle Classe Superyachts Business Symposium
From Boat International:
“Hosted each year by the Yacht Club de Monaco and Credit

With the average yacht now 23 years old, and many coastal

Suisse, La Belle Classe Superyachts Business Symposium

regions incorporating new restrictions on diesel-powered

provides industry experts and yacht owners the opportunity

vessels, older yachts now need to be refitted in order to be

to discuss changes and challenges within the sector. At the

sustainable.”

14th edition of the symposium, which was attended by sixty

“Huisfit is leading the way
by retrofitting older yachts
like Foftein and Juliet”

guests, the importance of retrofitting the current fleet was a
major topic of conversation.
Hybrid and electric-powered new-builds are helping the
industry reduce its environmental impact, but the focus of
this symposium was on how the ageing superyacht fleet can
be adapted for the future.

The full article can be found at BoatInternational.com
[click here]

Green solutions
Huisfit offers a wide range of green solutions to reduce energy consumption.
Are you sailing a superyacht with 20th century technology?
And keen to embrace all the latest hybrid technology benefits?
A conversion by Huisfit, from conventional to hybrid power
generation, is the ultimate systems upgrade with leading-

FOFTEIN POST-HUISFIT:
THE CENTERPIECE OF HER HYBRID
CONVERSION IS A NEW GEARBOX,
ALIGNED WITH A SOPHISTICATED
NEW ELECTRIC MOTOR / GENERATOR

edge propulsion and power generation. Read on at
Huisfit.com > Skills > Green solutions [click here]

LIKE A N D FOL LOW
# HU ISF IT AT:
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Northern Cruising

C AL L OF T H E N O RTH

N ORTHERN TRI VI A

OVERVIEW OF REFERENCES

Never seen the Northern Lights?

THE COASTLINE OF NORWAY, INCLUDING

Huisfit has already proven itself

Eager to sail pristine waters? Tired

FJORDS AND BAYS, STRETCHES OVER

with the refitting of a diversity of

of sharing anchorages with scores

25,000 KILOMETERS.

sail and motor superyachts built

of other yachts? Cruising the Baltic
and Norwegian Seas and the coasts
of Scotland offers the solution

by yards such as Feadship, Lürssen,
48% OF SWEDEN’S ENERGY COMES FROM
RENEWABLE RESOURCES AND ONLY 1% OF
ITS WASTE ENDS UP ON A LANDFILL SITE.

to all of this, along with cultural
diversity, historical attractions and
magnificent scenery.

VIRTUALLY ALL OF FINLAND IS NORTH OF
60 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE; NEARLY

All of the above are easily accessible

A QUARTER OF THE LAND AREA AND
ONE-THIRD OF THE LATITUDINAL EXTENT

from Huisfit’s non-tidal deep water

OF THE COUNTRY LIE NORTH OF THE

location in Amsterdam, offering the

ARCTIC CIRCLE.

prospect of a very special integrated
refit-and-cruise plan.

THE JOSTEDALSBREEN GLACIER IN
NORWAY IS THE LARGEST GLACIER IN

Abeking & Rasmussen, Heesen,
Vitters, Holland Jachtbouw…
So what is the reason for these
yacht owners to opt for Huisfit?
“In one word: Quality”, and in the
words of the owner of Broadwater:
“Entirely recreated in 2020 by
Dutch masters Royal Huisman,
her Feadship pedigree shines on.”

NORTHERN EUROPE.

Many Huisfit commissions are

- and three introductory cruising

THERE ARE 187,888 LAKES (LARGER

and returning yachts, initiated,

options, please visit Huisfit.

THAN 500M²) AND 179,584 ISLANDS

as they are, by word of mouth

WITHIN FINLAND’S TERRITORY.

recommendations.. Various reviews

For further information, examples impressive photos and descriptions

com > Facilities > A stopover in
Amsterdam [click here]

undertaken for repeat clients

from owners and their teams can be
NORWAY IS FREQUENTLY RANKED AMONG

found at Huisfit.com > References

THE TOP 10 MOST PEACEFUL COUNTRIES IN

[click here]

THE WORLD (GLOBAL PEACE INDEX).

For allowing the use of photos special thanks to owners, representatives and crew of Royal Huisman and Huisfit projects 404, 405, 406, 408, 410, Adèle, Aquarius, Arcadia, Athos, Athena,
Atlantide, Better Place, Elfje, Hanuman, Hevea, Hyperion, Juliet, Kamaxitha, PHI, Sea Eagle II, Wisp as well as Jonathan Allen, Carlo Baroncini, Carlo Borlenghi, Anna Boulton Paints, Breedmedia,
Ed Holt, Mike i'Anson, Michael Kurtz Photo, Tom van Oossanen, Franco Pace, Louie Psihoyos, Daniel Rawlins, Cor D. Rover, Christopher Scholey, Seahorse Magazine, Cory Silken, Vripack
and “photographer unknown”.

+31 527 243 131
yachts@royalhuisman.com
royalhuisman.com

LI KE AND FO LLOW
#ROYALHUI SM AN AT:

